
2022 TokenMinds Full On-chain 
Casino dAPP Blockchain 
Solution
Providing projects with the solution for a full
casino lottery decentralized application, 
utilizing blockchain technology for betting and gambling. 
Drive your casino and gambling business to 
blockchain industry and get more exposure worldwide!



THE PROBLEM

Trust Issues of Online Casino

Many online casino players believe that gambling sites are not trustworthy because 
the site owners have the ability to manipulate the software 
to change game scores to favour the owner.

Exposure of Customers’ Data

Casino sites usually require sensitive information from their users, but 
online casino operators can’t guarantee keeping customers information safe and secure.

Transaction Difficulty

Most online casino sites use traditional forms of payment such as credit cards and banks 
to process transactions. This presents a serious challenge to players.

Personal Privacy Issues
Players have to part with their personal information which is usually stored on
servers where security level is unknown. This exposes user information to cyber theft.



THE SOLUTION

Onchain 
Casino dAPP

User Friendly

Development of the backend and admin 
solution, making it easier to operate.

Time Saving

Everything will be automatic, saving 
time for your team.

High Value

With on-chain solution, it is more connected 
with blockchain and can gain more users.

Customizable

Some room  for future adjustments in the rewarding 
model based on requirements at any given time.



Blockchain Casino Advantages

Anonymity

Protect players/users’ data to 
prevent hacking to ensure the 

anonymity and safety.

Transaction Speed

Enable higher speed deposits 
and withdrawals of the 
gambling experience.

Financial Security

Prevent  the risk of hacking by 
cutting out third-party 

involvement in financial 
transactions.

Blockchain Solution

Full onchain casino 
development to attract crypto 
and NFT audiences that aiming 
for decentralized online casino 

platforms.



MAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Allow deposit of 
crypto token as 

form of bet.

Smart Contract to 
control distribution of 

winners based on 
winning crypto wallet.

Gaming Dapp with 
randomization 

feature.



USER ROLES
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PUBLIC USERS CONTRACT OWNER

Can bet tokens

Can claim rewards

Can purchase tokens

Can mint tokens

Can burn tokens

Can distribute tokens



NFT REWARD SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT

Integrating Metamask so users can 
interact with the smart contract through 
Web3 to bet with their tokens and claim 
any rewards.
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Smart Contract Development Metamask Integration

Figma dApp design based company's brand 
style and the mockup functionalities, with 
unlimited design revisions for a period of 
two weeks.

dAPP Design
dApp based on the mockup with mobile 
responsive design, SSL security and AWS 
hosting as well as full post-development 
support for your smart contract for one month.

dAPP Development

EVM based smart contract to provide the 
dApp casino functionality in a decentralised 
way, including betting tokens  and claiming 
rewards with mobile responsive design,  SSL 
security and AWS hosting.



TECHNOLOGY STACK

Solidity Programming for any EVM Chains

Solidity is an object-oriented, high-level language for 
implementing smart contracts.

Moralis Database to manage off chain 
and on chain data

Moralis provides the full-stack workflow for building 
high performance dapps. Fully compatible with your 
favorite web3 tools and services. Automatically syncing the 
balances of your users into the database, allowing you to 
set up on-chain alerts, watch smart contract events, build 
indexes, and so much more.Ethereum or any EVM chains (e.g Polygon) 

for the blockchain

Ethereum is a decentralized, open-source blockchain with 
smart contract functionality. Ether (ETH or Ξ) is the native 
cryptocurrency of the platform. Among cryptocurrencies, 
Ether is second only to Bitcoin in market capitalization.

Ramp for purchasing crypto using fiat

Ramp Allow users to buy crypto without leaving your 
dApp or wallet. Increase conversion. Be ready for your next 
million users.



PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

Uses TokenCoin Token 
Smart Contract

Casino Game 
Smart Contract

Web 3 Wallet

Gaming Website



After-deployment Support

Smart Contract 
Debug

Website 
Maintenance

Calls to Solve 
Issues

The one month support after smart contract development is completed includes



Onchain Casino Package

dAPP UI Responsive Design (Figma/XD)

dAPP Website Development

ERC-20 Smart Contract Development

MetaMask Integration (Onchain Solution)

Server Hosting & SSL Security

Our Package

US$ 64,500
Full Casino dAPP Development

Post Development Support



Blockchain Strategy Advisory

Marketing 
Coordination

Weekly Review
& Reporting Call

Daily Support
& KPI Tracking



What We Offer

Analysis of  your project 

with proposal of the 

best solutions for your 

blockchain development.

Analysis

Three sessions of hourly 

consulting calls to 

deep-dive into the progress 

and  optimizations.

Consulting Call Security

Full post-deployment 

support to make sure 

everything runs efficiently.

24/7 Support

Comprehensive security 

checks to counter against 

potential security threats.



WHY TOKENMINDS

200,000 ACQUIRED 
PARTICIPANTS $75MM RAISED

Over 50 BLOCKCHAIN 
& NFT PROJECTS 

SUPPORTED



SUCCESS CASES

+ View full Case study in Brochure + View full Case study in Brochure + View full Case study in Brochure

BIRDCHAIN CROP COLLECTIVE MMAON

https://hubs.ly/Q012TMxd0
https://hubs.ly/Q012TMxd0
https://lp.tokenminds.co/#page-block-wifrkv8k6q
https://lp.tokenminds.co/#page-block-wifrkv8k6q
https://hubs.ly/Q01g-ryD0
https://hubs.ly/Q01g-ryD0


2022 THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 
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